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The Communist B-3 Front launched an all-out attack against Kontum during Tet 1968—and was soundly defeated.

BY ERIK B. VILLARD

The senior adviser for the 24th Special Tactical Zone, Colonel James P. Cahill, could only conclude that the Communist B-3 Front was planning a major operation. On January 5, 1968, the 4th Infantry Division had captured a Communist document titled “Urgent Combat Order Number One,” which described plans for a large-scale attack on Pleiku at the end of the month. Five days later, a group of VC sappers carried out an unusually bold raid on the airfield at Kontum, destroying four helicopters and damaging 11 others. Finally, in midmonth, 4th Division Intelligence detected the 24th Regiment of the People’s Army of North Vietnam (PAVN) moving southeast toward Kontum city. Given the upsurge in enemy activity, something big seemed to be brewing in the Central Highlands.

The American and South Vietnamese units in Kontum spent the second half of January improving their defensive positions. Colonel Cahill anticipated an attack from the north or west because a large river, the Dak Bla, protected the other approaches to Kontum. An informant in the Kontum area reported that the Communists planned to attack the city before or during the Tet holiday, and on January 27 aerial reconnaissance, using infrared detection, observed large enemy columns moving into position on the outskirts of Kontum. Cahill was ready. He placed his command on full alert and, on January 28, briefed the 4th Infantry Division’s commander, Maj. Gen. Charles P. Stone, about the threat. Stone fully agreed and predicted that the main enemy attack would come against the airfield.

The Communists had every reason to seek the capture of Kontum. The town of 20,000 people served as the provincial capital and housed several military headquarters, including the South Vietnamese 24th Special Tactical Zone, the command responsible for the war in Kontum province along the border with Laos and Cambodia. Loss of the city would severely weaken the South Vietnamese government’s control of the province and expose the heavily populated Binh Dinh and Quang Ngai provinces to the east to increasing Communist pressure.

Three military installations were situated on the northern edge of town. The Kontum airfield in the northeast quadrant housed the 57th Combat Assault Company; Troop A, 2nd Squadron, 1st Cavalry; Company B, 299th Combat Engineers; and a company of Montagnard irregulars. The American advisory compound in the northwest corner of the city contained the B-24 Detachment Special Forces Headquarters; the advisory headquarters attached to the 24th Special Tactical Zone; and Company C, 43rd Signal Battalion. In between these two American military encampments was the South Vietnamese 24th Special Tactical Zone headquarters, which included a battery of 105mm howitzers, and the 2nd Battalion, 42nd Regiment, ARVN.

To overwhelm those installations and their defenders, the commanders of the B-3 Front had some 3,000 North Vietnamese and VC soldiers at their disposal. When they launched their attack, the K-4 and K-5 battalions of the 24th PAVN Regiment would target the advisory compound and the South Vietnamese 24th Zone headquarters, supported by the U-1 Company of the 304th People’s Liberation Armed Forces (PLAF) Local Force Battalion. The 207th Company, 406th PAVN Sapper Battalion, would hit the government buildings in the center of town, and the 209th Company would go after the provincial chief’s headquarters on the same block. The K-6 Battalion of the 24th PAVN Regiment; the 208th Company, 406th PAVN Sapper Battalion; and the C-2 Company, 304th PLAF Local Force Battalion, were to assault the airfield and associated facilities. An artillery unit armed with 120mm mortars and 122mm rockets—probably the K-32 Battalion of the 40th PAVN Artillery Regiment—would...
The 1st Battalion, 22nd Infantry, commanded by Lt. Col. William P. Junk, moved in rapidly to help relieve the beleaguered city. At right, members of the 1-22 return enemy fire during the attack.

support the attack from well-camouflaged firing positions 10 kilometers to the northeast. VC sympathizers would have safe houses and firing positions ready within the city itself.

The Communists planned to attack every military and government facility in Kontum at the same time and expected the civilian population to rise up against the provincial government and the South Vietnamese military. The Communists wanted to destroy the government apparatus, establish a revolutionary council and declare the region a liberated zone. Consequently, they had no plan for withdrawal and no rallying points, and their troops carried only three days of rations. As to timing and specific objectives, only a few key leaders knew them prior to the assault, believing as they did that it was more important to preserve the element of surprise.

Taking advantage of the lax discipline that occurred when many South Vietnamese soldiers left their stations to visit family and friends during the Tet holiday, the Communists infiltrated Kontum late on the evening of January 29. Assisted by VC agents based in Kontum, the 304th PLAF Battalion and elements of the 24th PAVN Regiment—approximately 600 men—used the noise and confusion of Tet festivities to slip past police checkpoints and guard posts. The balance of the VC and North Vietnamese soldiers, 2,400 strong, waited on the northern outskirts of town.

The offensive began at 2:12 a.m., when approximately 200 North Vietnamese troops advanced on the airfield from the north and northeast. Despite their careful preparations, however, the Communist assault quickly bogged down. Thick layers of new wire, new minefields and more searchlights installed after the January 10 sapper raid hampered their advance. More important, the allies had augmented the 57th Assault Helicopter Company with a new 35-man security platoon. The unit’s members spotted the North Vietnamese as they crept toward the base’s perimeter, and their Hueys soon unleashed a barrage of 7.62mm bullets and 40mm grenades. The concentrated fire disrupted the attack and made it nearly impossible for the Communists to coordinate their movements. As the helicopters dropped flares to illuminate the battlefield, the North Vietnamese troops founndered on the wire, unable to get within 50 meters of the airfield. Minutes after the attack on the airfield began,

AN EERIE QUIET DESCENDED

Communist mortar and rocket fire fell on the advisory compound, the zone headquarters and the province chief’s residence. Colonel Cahill, at the advisory compound, asked Pleiku for immediate support from Douglas AC-47s and more gunships.

At 2:30 a.m., North Vietnamese sappers and VC emerged from their hiding places downtown and attacked the province chief’s compound from the west and south. Intending to deceive the platoon of Montagnards and their American advisers defending the compound, many of them wore Regional Force uniforms. The irregulars saw through the ruse, however, and to the surprise of the Communists fought back with skill and determination.

The province chief, Lt. Col. Nguyen Hop Doan, was also not deceived. A graduate of the U.S. Command and Staff College and a former chief of staff of the South Vietnamese Special Forces at Nha Trang, he was an experienced and effective officer who had been in command at Kontum since 1965. Recognizing that the “Regional Force” troops outside the compound were in fact the enemy because they lacked American-style helmets and carried nonregulation backpacks, he ran to the northwest corner of his courtyard and ordered one of his officers to fire an M-79 grenade launcher into a cluster of enemy troops hiding in a nearby trench. The M-79 rounds took out the entire group, killing what later turned out to be the local VC commander and the individuals who made up the enemy’s shadow government in Kontum.
Although the loss of their commander represented a critical blow, the Communist troops concentrated their attack and occupied all the compound buildings except the province chief’s residence, the adjacent province headquarters and the U.S. advisers’ communication shack. The Americans and South Vietnamese controlled an area of only 250 square meters, an island in a sea of enemy soldiers.

During the fight at the province chief’s compound, troops from the 24th PAVN Regiment and 304th PLAF Battalion assaulted the advisory compound and the zone headquarters, located a kilometer to northwest and north, respectively. At the advisory compound, the Communists supported their attack with mortar and machine-gun fire from the Prisoner Interrogation Center and Language Institute buildings, located only a few dozen meters to the northeast. They were within a few meters of the building perimeters before helicopter gunships, South Vietnamese artillery and small-arms fire turned them back. To Colonel Cahill’s frustration, the South Vietnamese zone commander, a Colonel Luat, stayed in his home and did not take an active role in the fight. Luat even refused to come out when General Stone and the commander of MACV Forward, Lt. Gen. William B. Rossen, arrived by helicopter and were nearly killed by sniper fire trying to reach Luat’s house.

A few hours before daybreak, the North Vietnamese tried to reinvigorate their assault on the north side of the airfield by launching a large-scale attack toward the runway. In response, the 1st Platoon, Troop A, 2nd Squadron, 1st Cavalry, flanked the attackers with four M-113 armored personnel carriers and two M-48 tanks, disrupting the assault. An eerie quiet descended over Kontum. Although the Communists controlled almost all of the city, the popular uprising they had counted on had failed to materialize. Instead, Kontum looked like a ghost town.

The first American reinforcements reached Kontum at 9:30 a.m. on January 30. Task Force Delta, made up of the air rifle platoons of Troops A and B, as well as Troop D of the 7th Squadron, 17th Cavalry, helicopter from Pleiku to the Kontum airfield, though they were delayed for nearly two hours by intense automatic-weapons fire from the northeast. The American force consolidated its position by 1 p.m., and began a sweep to the north of the airfield. As it did, Colonel Cahill requested more help from the 4th Infantry Division, headquartered at Pleiku, 30 kilometers to the south. The division ordered the 1st Battalion, 22nd Infantry, commanded by Lt. Col. William P. Junk, to relieve the city. Junk and his reconnaissance and liaison team helicoptered into Kontum to confer with Colonels Cahill and Doan, and then flew back to organize his relief force, designated Task Force 1-22.

With Companies A and B of the 1st Battalion, 22nd Infantry, at his immediate disposal, Colonel Junk decided that one unit should reinforce Task Force Delta north of the airfield, while the other secured the Dak Bla bridge on the southern edge of Kontum where Highway 14 entered the city. Company B arrived at the airfield in the afternoon and then swept north, making sure that no Communist soldiers were within a kilometer of the base. Company A helicoptered to the bridge at 7 p.m., and Junk established a tactical command post there.

The colonel arrived just as the fighting in Kontum resumed. Only minutes earlier the 40th PAVN Artillery Regiment had launched a concentrated rocket and mortar barrage against the airfield while Communist troops in the city attacked from the south. The Communists north of the airfield did not join the assault, probably because Company B’s sweep of the area earlier in the day had disrupted their preparations. The VC succeeded in penetrating the southern edge of the airfield, but gunships quickly drove them back.


American and South Vietnamese reinforcements poured into Kontum on January 31. In the morning, a company of Montagnards from Special Forces Detachment A-242 at Dak Pek landed at the advisory compound to protect its perimeter. In the middle of the day, Company D, 1st Battalion, 22nd Infantry, helicoptored to Kontum and eventually took up positions at the airfield. In the afternoon, Battery C, 4th Battalion, 42nd Artillery, arrived by helicopter and established a firebase just south of the Dak Bla bridge.

OVER KONTUM. THE CITY LOOKED LIKE A GHOST TOWN.

Communist soldiers captured in the attack are interrogated while the struggle for Kontum continues.
Around dusk, nine M-48 tanks from Company C, 1st Battalion, 69th Armor, reached Kontum by way of Highway 14. The tanks broke into smaller teams and deployed to several vulnerable sections on the allied perimeters.

Late in the afternoon, Task Force Delta moved from the airfield to the advisory compound. The task force commander, Captain Anthony X. Hoyer, would later recall that apart from occasional AK-47 fire audible in the distance there were almost no signs of the enemy. Other allied units did find small pockets of VC and North Vietnamese, and records indicate that 65 Communists were killed that day.

As daylight faded, the Communists renewed their attack against the advisory compound. At 8:30 p.m. the North Vietnamese managed to knock out the camp’s generator and extinguish the perimeter lights. For several hours, intense enemy fire prevented helicopters from bringing in more ammunition, but finally a Lockheed C-130 parachuted supplies into the compound and a few daring helicopter pilots delivered their payloads. The fight raged until dawn, finally tapering off into a sporadic exchange of small-arms and mortar fire.

By the morning of February 1, Colonel Junk and his staff had a reasonably good idea of the enemy’s strength and dispositions. He knew that several VC and North Vietnamese battalions occupied the northern outskirts of Kontum. Many Communists, hundreds probably, were also still at large in the city. Junk asked division headquarters for more soldiers and received Company C, the only uncommitted rifle company in the battalion.

The allies began their counterattack that day. Coloneis Cahill and Junk instructed their troops to take great care because many structures contained innocent civilians. Company D, minus one platoon acting as security for the airfield, swept the area east of the province chief’s house and directed gunship and tank fire against Communist strongpoints. As the day went on, it was filled with bloody house-to-house fighting. Company B and Task Force Delta cleared the western part of Kontum and reopened Highway 14, per-

**AS DAYLIGHT FADED**

Some of the bloodiest fighting occurred during house-to-house battles. The Communists lost more than 90 soldiers before retreating from the western part of Kontum.
mitting supply convoys to travel once again between Pleiku and Dak To. The Communists resisted fiercely, losing 90 men before retreating from the western part of the city. Company C reinforced the airfield at 1830 that evening. Half an hour later, the Communists initiated light ground probes against the airport’s western perimeter. North Vietnamese soldiers also attacked the north side of the advisory compound, but the allied defenders drove them back. Shortly after midnight, the Communists halted their attacks but kept up a steady fire that lasted into the morning, using automatic weapons and mortars and firing several 122mm rockets.

At 9:30 a.m. on February 2, J o n k ordered Company D to flush out the Communists hiding in the camp’s Prisoner Interrogation Center and Language Institute northeast of the advisory compound. When the 1st Platoon moved into the center of the complex, however, the North Vietnamese caught them in a deadly ambush. As the headquarters

The VC and NVA supported their attack on the advisory compound with mortar and machine-gun fire from some of these buildings of the Prisoner Interrogation Center and Language Institute.

THE COMMUNISTS RENEWED THEIR ATTACK.

and 2nd Platoon tried to extricate the pinned-down men, several of them wounded, J o n k ordered Company C to move from the southern part of the city to help.

The momentum of the battle shifted shortly after noon, when Company C reached the advisory compound. Accompanied by two M-48 tanks and an armored personnel carrier from Troop A, 2nd Squadron, 1st Cavalry Regiment, the force gave Company D time to pull back and regroup by taking the Language Institute under fire. The company would later claim it had killed 47 of the enemy in the attack.

The Communists began to show signs of panic. Fearing they would be trapped, about 100 North Vietnamese soldiers hiding in the Prisoner Interrogation Center fled, heading west across an open field. Companies C and D plus the three armored vehicles opened fire, killing most of them.

Gunship crews observed at least a company of VC to the north running away. An allied victory became all but inevitable when Companies B and D, 1st Battalion, 12th Infantry, helicoptered from Dak To to positions north of the airfield. That evening, for the first time since January 29, the city was quiet.

B y then, the Communists had realized that their chance to take Kontum was gone. On February 3, as a result, any who were still in the city dispersed into small groups for withdrawal. Some changed into civilian clothing to avoid capture. By the next day, only a few die-hard snipers remained in Kontum. Confident that the city was secure, J o n k returned Companies B and D to Dak To early in the evening.

Colonel J o n k knew that the North Vietnamese troops were regrouping somewhere to the north. He hoped to locate and trap them before they slipped away into the Highlands. The colonel decided to pursue the 24th PAVN Regiment with all the forces still under

cupping bunkers and trenches that had been used as staging points for their original attack; they lay in wait for whatever their opponents had to offer.

On February 5, J o n k welcomed the arrival of Battery B, 5th Battalion, 16th Artillery, armed with 155mm howitzers, to the firebase at the Dak Bla bridge. He now had at his disposal two artillery batteries, one tank battalion, one armored cavalry squadron and five infantry battalions. Believing that the North Vietnamese were somewhere to the northeast, he ordered Company C to locate the Communist positions.

At 1:30 p.m., Company C encountered an enemy force about 1,500 meters south of Hill 684. Suspecting that he had located at least part of the 24th PAVN Regiment, J o n k reinforced Company C with Company A and four M-48 tanks and began to call in artillery, airstrikes and gunships. The fighting lasted into the evening. By the time the North Vietnamese broke contact, Company C had suffered six men killed and 12 wounded, and Company A lost one killed and three wounded. Enemy casualties were unknown. The two U.S. units pulled back to Kontum for the night.

Colonel J o n k and his staff decided to assault Hill 684 at first light on February 6. Their plan was simple. In effect, two rifle companies would attack abreast of one another, with Company A on the left and Company B on the right. The objective points would be on adjacent peaks, with Company A storming Hill 684 and Company B taking Hill 721, one kilometer to the east. After reaching its goal, Bravo Company would perform a flanking maneuver to the left in support of Alpha Company, in an attempt to trap any enemy troops that remained on top of Hill 684. Company C would act as a reserve and exploitation force, while Company C, 1st Battalion, 69th Armor, would patrol a broad, flat area to the south of Hill 684 and provide supporting fire.

Continued on page 64
The attack began at 7:30 a.m. on February 6, following air strikes and a preparatory artillery barrage. At first, the Americans met little opposition. At 10:35 a.m., however, Company A ran into a hail of small-arms fire, mortar rounds and B-40 rockets coming from well-protected, concealed bunkers on Hill 684. In response, Junk ordered Bravo Company to move west from Hill 721 and join the battle. Linking up with the right flank of Company A, the unit threw its weight against the North Vietnamese, but intense fire once more stopped the assault. When the commander of Company A went down with an incapacitating wound, Junk ordered both companies to pull back while air strikes and artillery bombarded the enemy position. The Americans resumed the attack at 1:18 p.m., but pulled back 15 minutes later after taking more casualties.

As the fight on Hill 684 grew more intense, the 4th Infantry Division’s commander, Maj. Gen. William R. Peers, decided to commit more men to the battle. That afternoon, Company A, 1st Battalion, 12th Infantry, helicoptered to Kontum and moved to a position one kilometer east of the hill without encountering opposition. The rest of the day passed without significant contact. In all, the 1st Battalion, 22nd Infantry, had suffered four killed, 17 wounded and one missing, while claiming 11 North Vietnamese killed.

During the following night, Colonel Junk’s staff planned a second assault. The next morning, February 7, artillery and strike aircraft pounded Hill 684. When the assault began, Companies A and B, as well as Company A, 1-12, advanced abreast up the hill. Company D, supported by M-48 tanks, moved in a wide flanking maneuver to the west of the hill and Company C moved to the east in order to block the enemy’s lines of escape, but most of the Communists had slipped away during the night. During that day, the Americans suffered one killed and four wounded, and claimed four enemy killed.

On the afternoon of February 9, Company A, 1-12, reached the top of Hill 684 and found it deserted. The next morning, the company surprised a group of North Vietnamese soldiers coming down a trail and killed at least seven, but otherwise February 10 passed with only a few fleeting glimpses of the enemy. The 24th PAVN Regiment finally broke contact on February 12 and disappeared into the remote forests of the Central Highlands.

The Communist offensive in Kontum had been an expensive failure. From January 30 to February 12, allied forces claimed 1,189 VC and North Vietnamese killed. U.S. Intelligence would later estimate that the three enemy units involved suffered at least 50 percent casualties. The 24th Regiment remained capable of offensive action, but in mid-April pulled back to Cambodia to refit and replace its losses. The heavily battered 304th Battalion stayed in the area north of Kontum but avoided contact for the remainder of the year. The 406th PAVN Sapper Battalion also remained in Kontum province, but since perhaps as many as 80 percent of its members had perished during the Tet Offensive, it was combat ineffective for the rest of the year.

By contrast, the allied units were barely touched. The Americans suffered 24 killed and about 200 wounded in the defense of Kontum city and the pursuit afterward. The South Vietnamese killed in action totaled 46 regulars, 12 irregulars, six National Police and two New Life agents. Another 217 South Vietnamese, including civilians, had been wounded in the battle.

For his poor performance, Colonel Luat was relieved of his command, although he ended up becoming inspector general for II Corps. The fighting destroyed 10 percent of the city and left 6,870 people homeless. In subsequent months the Communists harassed Kontum with rocket and mortar fire, but it was not until the 1972 Easter Offensive that the B-3 Front felt strong enough to risk another assault on the city.
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